Molly McDonough, 12, and her 9-year-old brother, Roger John, will read “War of the Swans” on KRCL (FM 91) on Dec. 23. Does have a Christmas flavor. I see it about light and the transformation of nature.

DECEMBER 23: “War of the Swans,” and read by — Molly McDonough, with her brother, Roger John.

This reading could easily make the orable for you. Molly McDonough — Gerald, the local literary entrepreneur — writing this story with her father year kept adding and adding.

“When I learn bigger and better we in,” she says.

Adds Jimenez, “I was impressed. M down to the station and worked with a professional manner. And her story is

DECEMBER 24: Excerpts from “Quile Cactus,” the autobiography of Juanita by Vercyle Woolston of the Maud May Society.

This is a tip-of-the-hat to the Morm Brookes, author of “The Mountain Me ere,” has given local history some of its achievements and also its crown of the

“She was one of Utah’s first and for ans,” says Jimenez. “The section we u child’s Christmas in Southern Utah. W ten, you’ll quickly see how the area has changed over the years.”

DECEMBER 25: “A Child’s Christmas